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Abstract
Mg-calcites commonly occur in natural environments, with Mg-contents ranging between about 0
and 32 mol% (referring to MgCO3). Often, different Mg-calcite phases occur within the same sample.
The Mg-content in calcites permits the classification of the diagenetic environment (marine vs. meteoric), or the reconstruction of paleotemperatures from skeletal remains. Since the 1960s, there have
been published various calibrations for Mg determination in calcites based on XRD measurements.
Recently, this method has come to be superseded by wet chemical, laser ablation, and microprobe
analysis, due to their higher accuracy and/or higher sample resolution of these latter methods.
This study presents a new calibration for the Mg determination in calcites using XRD measurements
analyzed by means of the Rietveld refinement method. The calibration is based on lattice parameters
and exhibits a reliable Mg-determination accuracy of more than 0.8 mol% between 0 and 15.5 mol%.
The incorporation of the calibration into the Rietveld refinement software TOPAS permits a fast,
standardized workflow. This, in turn, enhances the user-friendliness and the reproducibility of results,
as well as allows the simultaneous analysis of multiple Mg-calcites in a sample. Mixtures of two
Mg-calcites were analyzed using this new method. The Mg-content of two co-occurring Mg-calcite
phases can be reliably quantified providing the Mg-calcites differ by at least 4.9 mol% and the minor
Mg-calcite phase makes up more than 2.7 wt%. If the Mg-calcite phases differ by 3.4 mol% or less,
the reliable identification of different Mg-calcite phases is questionable, due to the fact that differences involved here are too small. If such XRD patterns are refined with only one Mg-calcite phase,
then the systematic misfit between measured and refined pattern can be used for the identification
of a second Mg-calcite phase down to a difference in the Mg-content of about 3 mol%. However, a
reliable phase quantification for these patterns cannot be achieved.
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Introduction
Calcite containing variable Mg-contents is usually termed
Mg-calcite (MgCc). MgCc represents one of the most common
precipitates in marine environments. It occurs predominantly in
skeletons and shells of marine organisms and in marine cements
(Chave 1954a; Goldsmith et al. 1955; Mackenzie et al. 1983).
To a lesser extent, MgCcs are found in marine ooids and freshwater tufas (Mackenzie et al. 1983). Mg/Ca ratios of biogenic
calcites are commonly seen as a valuable paleo-proxy for the
reconstruction of past ocean temperatures, salinities, pH, and
the diagenetic environment (e.g., Freitas et al. 2008; Kisakürek
et al. 2008 and references therein; Tucker and Wright 1990).
Consequently, the correct determination of the Mg-content of
natural calcites is of great interest for many fields of research.
In sediments or rocks, however, MgCcs commonly occur as
mixtures of several MgCc phases with differing Mg-contents.
This tends to complicate their analysis.
The determination of Mg in MgCc can be carried out using
various methods. From the 1960s onward, XRD patterns were
commonly used for the quantification of Mg in MgCc and
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dolomites (e.g., Chave 1952, 1954a; Goldsmith et al. 1955,
1961; Goldsmith and Graf 1958; Reeder and Sheppard 1984;
Füchtbauer 1988; Tucker 1988). Recently, new methods for
the determination of the Mg/Ca ratio in calcite have come to
be extensively used, such as inductively coupled plasma mass
spectrometry (ICP-MS; Rosenthal et al. 1999; Lear et al. 2002),
sometimes combined with laser ablation (LA; Eggins et al. 2003),
inductively coupled plasma-quadrupole mass spectrometer
(ICP-QMS; Shen et al. 2007), inductively coupled plasmaatomic emission spectroscopy (ICP-AES; de Villiers et al. 2002),
inductively coupled plasma-atomic absorption spectroscopy
(ICP-AAS; Harstad and Stipp 2007), electron probe microanalysis (EPMA; Nürnberg 1995), and several other analytical
methods. These analytical methods provide much higher levels
of accuracy. LA-ICP-MS and microprobes allow, in addition,
much higher resolution than the Mg determination by means of
XRD. However, those chemical techniques do not discriminate
between the sources of Mg—i.e., whether said sources are crystalline, organically bound, amorphous, or in another Mg-bearing
phase—nor do they provide any measure of the “crystallinity” of
the material, these latter questions all being of prime importance
in modern studies of biomineralization and sedimentology. XRD
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